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Solid-state nanopores are promising candidates for next generation DNA and protein sequencing. However, once fabricated, such devices lack tuneability, which greatly restricts their biosensing capabilities. Here we propose a new class of solid-state graphene-based nanopore devices that exhibit an unique capability of self-tuneability, which is used to control their conductance, tuning it to levels comparable to the changes caused by a translocation of a single biomolecule, and hence, enabling high detection sensitivities. Our presented quantum simulation results suggest that the smallest amino acid, glycine, when present in water and in an aqueous saline solution can be detected with high sensitivity, up to a 90 % change in conductance. Our results also suggest that passivating the device with nitrogen, making it an n-type device, greatly enhances its sensitivity, and makes it highly sensitive to not only the translocation of a single biomolecule, but more interestingly to intramolecular electrostatics within the biomolecule. Sensitive detection of the carboxyl group within the glycine molecule, which carries a charge equivalent to a single electron, is achieved with a conductance change that reaches as high as 99 % when present in an aqueous saline solution. The presented findings suggest that tuneable graphene nanopores, with their capability of probing intramolecular electrostatics, could pave the way towards a new generation of single biomolecule detection devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Nanopore sensors\textsuperscript{1, 2} are promising candidates for next generation\textsuperscript{3-5} DNA\textsuperscript{2, 6} and protein\textsuperscript{7-9} sequencing, enabled by their single-molecule detection capabilities.\textsuperscript{1, 6, 10-15} Nanopores can be natural,\textsuperscript{1, 14} present within protein structures, or artificial,\textsuperscript{12} drilled within solid-state materials. Solid-state nanopores\textsuperscript{7, 8, 10, 16-26} benefit from robustness and durability,\textsuperscript{2} are able to be mass produced\textsuperscript{12, 19, 27} and can be integrated with electronic readout and processing circuitry.\textsuperscript{28}

When a DNA strand or an amino acid chain in a protein translocate through a nanopore, individual building blocks of their structure, nucleobases or amino acids, can be detected in order to decipher the overall sequence, providing information that can be used in genetic and diagnostic applications.\textsuperscript{2, 5, 9, 29} The detection mechanism can be based on measuring the blockage of ionic current travelling through the nanopore, or measuring the modulation of transverse tunneling\textsuperscript{30} or conduction\textsuperscript{28, 31, 32} current in the device incorporating the nanopore, in response to the translocation of an individual nucleobase or amino acid. The latter method, based on transverse conduction current, has the advantage of easier electronic readout due to higher current levels, but suffers from low sensitivity, due to the relatively small changes in conductance, compared to the originally high conductance of the device, which occur in response to the translocation of single biomolecules.

Solid-state nanopores can be realized using a number of different materials, however, graphene,\textsuperscript{31-41} the first two-dimensional material to be isolated,\textsuperscript{42} offers a great advantage due to its single atomic thinness,\textsuperscript{39} which is comparable to the size of single nucleobases or small amino acids,\textsuperscript{39} making it more likely to be affected by their translocation than other types of bulk materials. Once constructed, graphene nanopore biosensors, similar to other types of nanopore biosensors, cannot be controlled or tuned, limiting their ability to robustly distinguish between
differents nucleobases or amino acids, let alone be able to detect chemical modifications\textsuperscript{24, 43} or structural conformational changes\textsuperscript{44} they undergo. Here we propose the realization of a tuneable highly sensitive graphene nanopore biosensor\textsuperscript{45} through the incorporation of the nanopore within the channel of another self-tuneable device;\textsuperscript{46} the self-switching diode.\textsuperscript{47-50}

We study the transport properties and the performance of the proposed tuneable nanopore device using quantum simulations based on Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) formalism\textsuperscript{51} and the Extended Huckel (EH) method.\textsuperscript{52} We investigate how the translocation of the smallest amino acid, glycine, through the nanopore modulates the device’s conductivity. Our results show that the device acts as a highly sensitive biosensor being able to selectively detect the translocation of a single glycine molecule in water an in an aqueous saline solution. More interestingly, when the device is passivated with nitrogen, making it an n-type device,\textsuperscript{49, 53} our results suggest that the device is able to not only detect the translocation of the glycine molecule, but also detect some of its structural features, namely its carboxyl group, through probing its intramolecular electrostatics.

In the following results and discussion section we describe the structure and operation principle of the proposed tuneable graphene nanopore device and investigate the effect of glycine translocation on its transport properties, when it is passivated with both hydrogen and nitrogen. In the final conclusion section we summarize the findings.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Device Structure

Figure 1 (a) illustrates the geometry of a standard graphene nanopore device, while Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the geometry of a standard self-switching diode. Figure 1 (c) illustrates the proposed tuneable nanopore device, which is a self-switching diode incorporating a nanopore.
Figure 1 – Comparison between standard and tuneable graphene nanopores. A standard graphene nanopore is shown in (a) and a standard graphene self-switching diode is shown in (b). A tuneable graphene nanopore device, shown in (c), is obtained by incorporating a nanopore, as in (a), within the channel of a graphene self-switching diode similar to the one in (b).

The channel in a self-switching diode is defined by two L-shaped trenches that are etched back-to-back. The conductivity of this channel is controlled by two in-plane side gates that induce an electric field when a bias voltage is applied to the device. This in-plane electric field modulates the distribution of charge carriers within the channel, controlling its conductance. Here we propose incorporating the nanopore, through which translocation occurs, within this channel. The resulting device would have two mechanisms of conductance modulation, one driven by amino acid translocation, which cannot be controlled, and one driven by bias voltage application, which can be controlled. The latter mechanism is used for tuning the device’s
original conductance in order to make it comparable to the conductance change caused by the translocation.

The overall structure of the proposed tuneable graphene nanopore device is shown through the schematic illustrations of Fig. 2, presented in top view (Fig. 2 (a)), perspective view (Fig. 2 (b)) and side view (Fig. 2 (c)). The whole device is realized within a single graphene monolayer, by defining a wide nanoribbon and then etching the two L-shaped trenches back-to-back across the width of the nanoribbon. This leaves a narrow nanoribbon channel, defined by the L-shaped trenches, through which conduction occurs. A hole is created within this channel, defining the nanopore, and then all dangling bonds within the device are passivated. Passivation can be achieved by hydrogen or nitrogen,\textsuperscript{32, 49, 53} where the latter results in a device with excess free electrons behaving as an n-type device.

**Figure 2** – Schematic illustrations of the geometry of a tuneable graphene nanopore, shown in (a) top view, (b) perspective view and (c) side view. The perspective view illustration (b) shows the applied bias voltage direction and shows how the side gates of the device are chosen to have a width of $3p+2$ carbon atoms in order for them to behave as if they are metallic and achieve stronger control over the channel’s conductivity. In the perspective view illustration the top insulating layer is removed to allow better visualization of the device architecture beneath it.
Finally, after creating the metallic contacts (left and right electrodes) of the device, the device is laminated from the top with an insulating layer to prevent unwanted interaction between it and the biomolecules present in the solution at regions other than the nanopore. This top insulating layer is shown in Figs. 2 (a) and (c), while it is removed from Fig. 2 (b) to allow better visualization of the device architecture beneath it.

The device incorporates two terminals only and does not require a third gate terminal for conductance modulation. Conductance modulation is achieved using the side nanoribbons that are adjacent to the channel of the device, which act as side gates. These side gates are connected to one terminal of the device but are isolated from the other in an asymmetrical geometry that enables the bias voltage to create a potential difference across the channel of the device as well as modulate its conductance at the same time, by means of a self-induced in-plane field effect. The side gates are designed to have widths of $3p+2$ atoms, were $p$ is an integer, in order for them to have vanishingly small bands gaps and behave as if they were metallic, achieving stronger control over the channel’s conductivity.\textsuperscript{49}

The current-voltage characteristics of the device are similar to self-switching diodes, allowing forward conduction under positive bias voltages that are higher than the threshold voltage of the device, while preventing reverse conduction under reverse bias voltages that are lower than the reverse breakdown voltage of the device. Due to the presence of the nanopore within the channel, these two critical voltages, namely forward threshold voltage and reverse breakdown voltage, occur at lower voltages than in a standard self-switching diode, and hence play critical roles in the operation of tuneable graphene nanopore devices, as will be discussed later on.
**Hydrogen Passivation**

We begin by studying the hydrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopore device, shown in Fig. 3 (a), and investigating how the translocation of a single glycine molecule in aqueous solution affects its transport properties. Glycine takes the form of a zwitterion when present in aqueous solution,\(^{54, 55}\) having a negatively charged carboxyl (COO\(^-\)) group on one side and a positively charged amine (NH\(_3^+\)) group on the other, creating a dipole within the molecule. However, this dipole does not affect the overall charge of the glycine molecule, which remains to be neutral. We incorporate this glycine molecule into the nanopore of the device of Fig. 3 (a), at two different orientations that are 180° apart, as shown in Figs. 3 (b) and (c).

![Diagram of glycine detection](image)

**Figure 3 – Glycine detection in aqueous solution using hydrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopores.** Configurations of tuneable graphene nanopores incorporating (a) an empty nanopore, (b) one glycine molecule and (c) the same glycine molecule tilted 180°. The I-V characteristics of the devices in (a), (b) and (c) are plotted on the same axes for reverse bias voltages near the reverse breakdown region in (d), zoomed-in near the breakdown point in (e), and zoomed-in furthermore in (f).
The transport properties for the three configurations were calculated using Non-Equilibrium Green’s Function (NEGF) Formalism and the Extended Huckel (EH) method as implemented in Atomistix Toolkit (ATK) software package (calculations details are in the Methods section). The current-voltage characteristics of the three configurations are plotted in Fig. 3 (d). A significant difference is observed between the I-V curves of the control case in Fig. 3 (a) (incorporating an empty nanopore) and the two glycine translocations configurations in Figs. 3 (b) and (c) at extreme reverse bias voltages lower than -1 V. This is further highlighted by the zoomed-in regions in Figs. 3 (e) and (f). The figures suggest that the translocation of the glycine molecule results in a significant increase in current levels, occurring consistently for both orientations. Looking at the overall I-V curves for a wider bias range, as shown in Fig. 4 (a), it is observed that this region, in which a large change in conductance takes place, is near the reverse breakdown voltage of the device.

In order to quantify the sensitivity of the device to glycine detection, the absolute change in conductance, relative to the control case, was calculated for the two glycine translocation orientations and averaged in order to get an average absolute change of conductance that resembles these two cases. This is plotted against bias voltage in Fig. 4 (b). It can be clearly seen that the device strongly detects the translocation of the glycine molecule. The device’s sensitivity is the highest at the reverse breakdown voltage reaching up to a very high value close to a 90% change in conductance. This value remains relatively high as the device continues to operate deeper into breakdown under negative voltages lower than -1V. The reason for this, as observed from Fig. 3 (d), is that the presence of glycine within the nanopore results in earlier breakdown. In order to clarify this, a brief illustration of the operation principle of the device under reverse bias is presented through the schematic illustrations of Figs. 5 (a) - (d).
Figure 4 – Glycine detection relative to an empty nanopore. The I-V characteristics of the devices in Figs. 3 (a), (b) and (c), are plotted in (a) across a wide bias voltage range from -1.4 V to 1.4 V. The dotted orange rectangle highlights the portion of the plot in which the device operates in reverse breakdown, which was shown earlier at higher magnification in Fig. 3 (d). The absolute average change in conductance due to the glycine translocation with different orientations (Figs. 3 (b) and (c)) is plotted in (b) against bias voltage.

As Figs. 5 (a) and (b) illustrate, under reverse bias the negative charges that accumulate at the side gates repel electrons within the channel, depleting it from electrons and preventing current flow through the device. As this negative bias is increased, more negative charges are accumulated near the side gates, eventually resulting in the creation of inversion layers at the edges inside the channel, which are regions with excess positive charge carriers; holes. At this point, the channel, which is meant to be off, breaks down and begins to conduct through positive
charge carriers, marking this voltage as the reverse breakdown voltage of the device. The presence of the glycine molecule within the channel seems to shift this reverse breakdown voltage to a lower value, as illustrated through Fig. 3 (d), resulting in higher current values within the reverse breakdown region during glycine translocation. More detailed discussions of the principle of operation of self-switching diodes can be found in earlier work.\textsuperscript{46,49,50}

Figure 5 – Schematic illustrations of transport mechanisms within the device under reverse bias. At zero bias (a), marked with a blue circle in (d), the device exhibits natural depletion regions surrounding the insulating trenches as well as the nanopore. As the reverse bias voltage is increased (b), marked with a red circle in (d), the channel eventually becomes completely depleted from electrons due to the accumulation of negative charges near the trenches within the side gates suppressing flow of current through the channel. As the reverse bias voltage is increased further (c), marked with an orange circle in (d), an inversion layer of holes begins to form near the trenches within the channel facilitating charge transport within the channel. This is the reverse breakdown point at which current begins to abruptly increase with any further increase in reverse bias voltage. The expected I-V characteristics of a tuneable graphene nanopore device under reverse bias is plotted in (d), with the positions of zero bias, reverse bias and reverse breakdown mapped on the I-V curve with blue, red and orange circles respectively. The grey regions in (a), (b) and (c) represent regions that are depleted from electrons.
It is important to note that the device experiences the most abrupt change in conductance at the reverse breakdown point, at which an abrupt transition from an off-state to a breakdown state occurs. Therefore, any shift to this breakdown point results in a large change in conductance, as was observed earlier in Fig. 4 (b), hence making the device most sensitive to electrostatic changes within the nanopore when the device is biased near this reverse breakdown voltage.

In the previous investigation glycine translocation was compared to a control case, which was an empty nanopore with no translocation, however, a more meaningful comparison would be between glycine translocation and a control case with water translocation, because glycine would usually be present in solution. We investigate the effect of water translocation through the device by incorporating the maximum number of water molecules that can be present within the device’s nanopore at any one time, which is three in this case, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Another useful comparison would also be with a saline solution, as it is common for proteins and biomolecules to be solvated in saline solutions, and in that case it would be important to investigate if the device is able to selectively detect and distinguish glycine from ionic impurities. In order to investigate this, another configuration is studied, in which the three water molecules translocate through the nanopore along with salth (NaCl), as shown in Fig. 6 (b) (the Na\(^+\) ion is purple in colour and the Cl\(^-\) ion is green). The absolute change of conductance of glycine translocation relative to the two new control cases of Figs. 6 (a) and (b), namely water and saline translocations respectively, were calculated and are plotted in Fig. 6 (c). As the figure shows, the sensitivity of the device to glycine translocation relative to water and relative to saline is almost unchanged when compared to Fig. 4 (b) earlier, suggesting that the device is able to selectively detect the translocation of glycine, when present in both water and saline solutions.
Figure 6 – Glycine detection relative to water and saline. Configurations of tuneable graphene nanopores incorporating (a) three water molecules, (b) three water molecules with salt (NaCl). Absolute average changes in conductance due to the glycine translocation with different orientations (Figs. 3 (b) and (c)) relative to both water translocation (a) and saline translocation (b) are plotted in (c) against bias voltage.

It was noted in Figs. 3 (d) – (f) earlier that the two different glycine orientations (Figs. 3 (b) and (c)) resulted in slightly different current values. This is mainly due to the fact that the glycine molecule is a dipolar molecule with a strong dipole and an asymmetrical structure, and hence the orientation of the molecule within the nanopore and the proximity of the two ends of its dipole (the COO\(^{-}\) and NH\(_3\)^{+} groups) to the upper and lower sides of the channel surrounding the nanopore greatly affect the conductance of the device, and hence its sensitivity to the detection of glycine translocation. In the two glycine translocation configurations (Figs. 3 (b) and (c)) that
were investigated earlier the two ends of the dipole were in close proximity to the upper and lower sides of the channel surrounding the nanopore, and hence strongly affected the device’s overall conductance, as was observed earlier. However, it would be important to investigate a scenario in which the two ends of the dipole are far away from the two sides of the channel surrounding the nanopore, in order to see if the device is still able to detect the translocation of the glycine molecule. Such a configuration can be obtained when the glycine molecule is titled 90° in-plane, as shown in Fig. 7 (a), where the two ends of the dipole are relatively far away from the two sides of the channel surrounding the nanopore. The transport characteristics of this configuration were calculated and compared to the control cases of water and saline translocations.

**Figure 7 – Glycine (titled 90°) detection relative to water and saline.** (a) A configuration of a tuneable graphene nanopore incorporating a glycine molecule tilted 90° in-plane. Absolute change in conductance due to the glycine translocation (a) relative to both water translocation (Fig. 6 (a)) and saline translocation (Fig. 6 (b)) are plotted in (b) against bias voltage.
The absolute change in conductance due to the translocation of the glycine molecule with this orientation (tilted at an angle of 90°) compared to the control cases of water and saline translocations were calculated and are plotted in Fig. 7 (b). The figure suggests that the sensitivity of glycine detection is greatly suppressed when it translocates through the nanopore with such an orientation, indicating a critical limitation in the device’s operation as a glycine detector. In order for the device to operate as an efficient glycine detector this limitation needs to be addressed. In order to address this limitation, nitrogen passivation is proposed as a means of enhancing the device’s sensitivity, as will be presented in the next section.

**Nitrogen Passivation**

Passivating a self-switching diode with nitrogen results in an n-type device in which transport is dominated by majority charge carriers, which are negatively charged electrons. It is expected that the presence of excess charge carriers in a tuneable graphene nanopore device would make it more sensitive to electrostatic changes within the nanopore. Moreover, nitrogen passivation lowers the threshold turn-on voltage of the device and makes the change in conductance more abrupt at the transition between the off-state and the on-state at the threshold voltage point, offering another operating point, to add to the reverse breakdown voltage point, in which the device may have increased sensitivity to changes in the electrostatics within the nanopore. Accordingly, we passivated the device of Fig. 1 (c) with nitrogen instead of hydrogen, obtaining the device shown in Fig. 8 (a).

We investigate the effect of glycine translocation through the nitrogen passivated device by placing a glycine molecule within the nanopore of the device. The resulting configuration is shown in Fig. 8 (c). The I-V characteristics of the two devices of Figs. 8 (a) and (c) were calculated and are shown in Fig. 8 (b). The figure shows an enhanced increase in current due to
glycine translocation, when compared to the hydrogen passivated device, under both forward and reverse biases. In both regions the change is most noticeable after the threshold voltage and after the reverse breakdown voltage points. This change is quantified through the absolute change in conductance due to glycine translocation, which is plotted against bias voltage in Fig. 8 (e).

Figure 8 – I-V characteristics of nitrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanoropes with glycine translocation. The structures of nitrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopore devices with (a) no translocation and (c) glycine translocation, and their I-V characteristics plotted in (b), with a black curve and a blue curve respectively. The resulting absolute change in conductance due to glycine translocation as in (c) relative to no translocation as in (a), is plotted against bias voltage in (e). The plot shows the presence of two unexpected peaks near the reverse breakdown voltage in reverse bias and near the threshold voltage in forward bias. Zoomed-in plots of the I-V curve of (b) are shown in (d) and (f) covering the bias voltage ranges within which the two change-in-conductance peaks appear.
The plot of Fig. 8 (e) suggests relatively high changes at extreme positive and negative voltages reaching close to 50% under reverse breakdown. However, two very high peaks are observed in the plot near the reverse breakdown and near the threshold voltage points of the device, one being in reverse bias (around –0.6 V) and the other in forward bias (around 0.6 V). Magnified zoomed-in plots of the I-V characteristics near the bias voltages where the peaks appear are shown in Figs. 8 (d) and (f) for the reverse and forward bias peaks respectively. Both figures suggest that the change in conductance is a decrease in current rather than an increase, suggesting that this change may be driven by a different phenomenon to the changes taking place at higher voltages, and hence requires further investigation.

In order to obtain a deeper insight at the origins of these large changes in conductance, we plot the local transmission pathways within the device under both reverse (-0.6 V) and forward (0.6 V) biases for the configuration with no translocation (Fig. 8 (a)), in Figs. 9 (a) and (b) respectively, and with glycine translocation (Fig. 8 (c)), in Figs. 9 (c) and (d) respectively. Under reverse bias, with no translocation, the channel of the device is closed with no available transmission pathway, and conduction is dominated by tunneling current through the insulating trenches, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). Tunneling current flows from the left electrode, as well as the channel, into the side gates resulting in the small current values in the nA range seen in Fig. 8 (d). When the glycine molecule translocates through the nanopore (Fig. 9 (c)) tunneling current from the channel to the side gate is suppressed from the lower path in the channel which is adjacent to the carboxyl (COO-) group of the glycine molecule. This not observed for the upper path of the channel which is adjacent to the amine group (NH3+) within the glycine molecule. This can be explained by the fact that the carboxyl group is negatively charged and hence it would repel the negatively charged majority carriers within the channel keeping them away from
the trenches and making it more difficult for them to tunnel across to the lower side gate. However, the amine group is positively charged and would only repel holes, which are minority carriers in an n-type device that do not contribute significantly to the overall conduction.

Figure 9 – Detection of the carboxyl group within the glycine molecule. Local transmission pathways for the nitrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopore device, with no translocation, under (a) a reverse bias of -0.6 V and (b) a forward bias of 0.6 V, and with glycine translocation under (c) a reverse bias of -0.6 V and (d) a forward bias of 0.6 V. Under reverse bias, the zoomed-in portions of (a) and (c) highlight how the proximity of the carboxyl group to the lower side of the channel, during glycine translocation, suppresses tunneling that flows from the channel into the lower side gate. Under forward bias, the transmission pathways within the lower side of the channel are greatly suppressed due to the close proximity of the carboxyl group, which is evident through the comparison of (b) and (d). The magnitudes of the transmission pathways are according to the color bar scale at the bottom of the figure.
Under forward bias, with no translocation (Fig. 9 (b)), the channel begins to open up showing continuous transmission pathways along the length of the channel consistently for both the upper and lower paths. When the glycine molecule translocates through the pore (Fig. 9 (d)), the lower path is completely blocked with no available transmission pathway, reducing the conduction current within the device (Fig. 8 (f)). The upper path is unaffected once again, consolidating the hypothesis that the conductance change is only due to the negatively charged carboxyl group, which repels electrons away from the lower path of the channel depleting it from charge carriers and preventing conduction through it. The absolute change in conductance that results due to the carboxyl group is very high reaching values above 80 % for both the reverse and forward bias cases (Fig. 8 (e)). However, these values are relative to a control case with an empty nanopore, and as with the hydrogen passivated device earlier, it would be more relevant to investigate how the change in conductance due to glycine translocation compares with the control cases of the translocation of water and saline solutions. These two cases are shown in Figs. 10 (a) and (b) for the nitrogen passivated device incorporating three water molecules and three water molecules with salt (NaCl) respectively.

The absolute change in conductance due to glycine translocation (Fig. 8 (c)) relative to the two control cases of water (Fig. 10 (a)) and saline (Fig. 10 (b)) translocations are plotted in Fig. 10 (c). The figure confirms that the device is able to sensitively and selectively detect glycine translocation when present in water and in saline solutions, maintaining its two peaks of large changes in conductance near the threshold voltage and the reverse breakdown voltage of the device, which reach as high as 99 % in saline solutions, confirming the expected enhanced sensitivity of the nitrogen passivated device in comparison to the hydrogen passivated device presented earlier.
Figure 10 – Glycine detection relative to water and saline for the nitrogen passivated device. Configurations of nitrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopores incorporating (a) three water molecules, (b) three water molecules with salt (NaCl). Absolute average changes in conductance due to the glycine translocation (Figs. 8 (c)) relative to both water translocation (a) and saline translocation (b) are plotted in (c) against bias voltage.

However, this enhancement would be much more significant if it is able to overcome the limitation of the hydrogen passivated device of not being able to sensitively detect glycine translocation when the glycine molecule translocates with a 90° tilt in its orientation (the point at which the dipole is away from the upper and lower paths of the channel). This glycine translocation orientation is shown in Fig. 11 (a), while Fig. 11 (b) shows the absolute change of conductance due to glycine translocation with this orientation relative to the control cases of water (Fig. 10 (a)) and saline solution (Fig. 10 (b)) translocations plotted against bias voltage.
Figure 11 – Glycine (titled 90°) detection relative to water and saline for the nitrogen passivated device. (a) A configuration of a nitrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopore incorporating a glycine molecule tilted 90° in-plane. Absolute change in conductance due to the glycine translocation (a) relative to both water translocation (Fig. 10 (a)) and saline translocation (Fig. 10 (b)) are plotted in (b) against bias voltage.

It is worth noting here, that in this orientation the negatively charged carboxyl group, to which the device is most sensitive as shown earlier, is at the midpoint between the upper and lower sides of the device’s channel, resembling an extreme case scenario. In all other possible in-plane orientations if the carboxyl group is moved away from one side of the channel it will come closer to the other side of the channel. Therefore, it is likely that if this orientation is detectable, then all other possible in-plane orientations would also be detectable. Interestingly, the plot of Fig. 11 (b) suggests that, although the change in conductance is suppressed slightly for a range of bias voltages, as would be expected, the two peaks near the threshold voltage and the reverse breakdown voltage are maintained and continue to reach very high values up to a 99 % change in conductance at reverse breakdown for saline solutions.
These findings suggest that the nitrogen passivated tuneable graphene nanopore device is highly sensitive to intramolecular electrostatics to the extent that it is able to detect an intramolecular structural feature within the glycine molecule carrying charge equivalent to a single electron; a negatively charged carboxyl group, wherever this carboxyl group lies within the nanopore. It is intuitive that larger negative charges would result in larger changes in conductance, while it is postulated that a p-type device dominated by holes, would also be able to selectively detect structural features that carry positive charges, similar to the amine group in glycine.

Finally we would like to clarify that while the process of biomolecule translocation through the nanopore is a dynamic process; all simulations presented in this study were based on a static quantum mechanical (QM) simulation approach. Accordingly, the investigation of different extreme orientations of the glycine molecule translocation was necessary in order to validate the reliability of the detection mechanism. However, further work that can combine the used static QM approach with a dynamic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation approach\textsuperscript{56} may prove to be efficient and reliable, as it may take into account other possible orientations of the glycine molecule translocation, including out-of-plane orientations that were not addressed here as well as the possibility of a hydrated configuration with a hydration water shell\textsuperscript{57}, to add to a range of possible orientations for the translocation of the water molecules and the ionic impurities. Moreover, calculation of noise due to thermo-fluctuations and its comparison to the signal level observed due to glycine translocation through the pore is important future work. This is required in order to study the device’s sensitivity and verify its ability to robustly detect glycine in the presence of the expected thermo-fluctuations and would also guide future experimental design.
CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented a new class of tuneable nanopore biosensors, which can be realized completely within a single graphene monolayer. The device’s realization requires minimal process steps and results in a highly sensitive biosensor that is able to detect translocation of single biomolecules. We have demonstrated this through the detection of the smallest amino acid, glycine, in aqueous water and saline solutions. We have also shown how nitrogen passivation makes the device an n-type device with negative majority charge carriers, transforming the device into a highly sensitive electrostatic detector that is capable of detecting intramolecular electrostatic effects as small as a negative charge equivalent to a single electron. We have demonstrated this through the highly sensitive detection of the negatively charged carboxyl group in a glycine zwitterion, which modulates the conductance of the device with a very high change in conductance that reaches as high as 99 % in saline solutions. Our findings suggest a promising potential for the proposed tuneable graphene nanopore biosensor towards the detection of intramolecular electrostatics, which could be an exciting route towards next generation single-biomolecule detection devices.

METHODS

Transport calculations for obtaining I-V characteristic curves and transmission pathway plots were all based on the Extended Huckel (EH) method$^{52}$ and Non-Equilibrium Green's Function (NEGF) formalism$^{51}$ as implemented in Atomistix Tool Kit (ATK) software package.$^{58}$

Prior to transport calculations, the device geometries were optimized and their coordinates were relaxed using the Brenner potential$^{59}$ until the forces on individual atoms were minimized to be smaller than 0.05 eV/Å².
Calculation of I-V Characteristics

Each device structure was partitioned as three regions: semi-infinite left electrode \((L)\), central scattering region \((C)\), and semi-infinite right electrode \((R)\). The mesh points in real space calculation were defined as uniformly spaced \(k\) points of \(1 \times 10 \times 50\) for all devices, with 50 sample points along the length (transport direction) and 10 points along the width of the two-terminal structure.

The used tight-binding model was based on the Extended Huckel Method as implemented in ATK-SE package\(^{58}\), in which the tight-binding Hamiltonian is parameterized using a two-center approximation, where the matrix elements are described in terms of overlaps between Slater orbitals on each site. The used weighting scheme of the orbital energies of the offsite Hamiltonian was according to Wolfsburg\(^{60}\). Further details about the calculation method can be found in Ref. 58\(^{58}\).

The electronic transport properties were then calculated using Nonequilibrium Green's Function (NEGF) formalism. The device structure was constructed as the three previously mentioned regions (left-electrode, central-region and right-electrode) and coherent transport of electrons was assumed to occur between left and right electrodes with Fermi levels \(\mu_L\) and \(\mu_R\), respectively, through the central region. According to Landauer’s formula\(^{61}\), the coherent current between the electrodes is given by:

\[
I(V) = \frac{2e}{h} \int_{\mu_R}^{\mu_L} T(E, V) [f_0(E - \mu_L) - f_0(E - \mu_R)]dE
\]

where \(T(E, V)\) is the transmission probability of incident electrons with energy \(E\) from left-electrode \((L)\) to right-electrode \((R)\), \(f_0(E - \mu_{L(R)})\) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function of electrons in the \((L)\) and \((R)\) electrodes respectively, and \(V = \frac{\mu_R - \mu_L}{e}\) is the potential difference.
between \((L)\) and \((R)\) electrodes. The \(T(E,V)\) is correlated with \(\hat{G}^a(E)\) and \(\hat{G}^r(E)\), the Green’s function matrices reflected from \(L\) and \(R\) to the central scattering region respectively, as:

\[
T(E,V) = Tr \left[ \text{Im} \sum_L \left( E - \frac{eV}{2} \right) \hat{G}^r(E) \text{Im} \sum_R \left( E + \frac{eV}{2} \right) \hat{G}^a(E) \right] \tag{2}
\]

where \(\sum_{L(R)}\) are electrodes’ self-energies describing the coupling with the central region. The same method was used and is described in previous work.\(^{49, 50, 62-64}\)

**Calculation of Absolute Change in Conductance**

The absolute change in conductance, expressed in percentage relative to a controlled case, was calculated in order to quantify the sensitivity of the device to the translocation of different biomolecules, according to the following equation:

\[
\text{Absolute Change in Conductance} (V) = \left| \frac{I_{\text{trans}}(V) - I_{\text{cont}}(V)}{I_{\text{cont}}(V)} \right| \times 100 \tag{3}
\]

where \(I_{\text{trans}}(V)\) is the current in the device with the biomolecule positioned within the nanopore, and \(I_{\text{cont}}(V)\) is the current in the device under one of the three controlled cases: (1) with no translocation, (2) water translocation and (3) translocation of water and salt (saline solution).

**Calculation of Transmission Pathways**

As the Landauer approach only connects the external electrode current \(I(V)\) with the summed energy dependent transmission probability \(T(E,V)\), we need to express local current components at the atomic level along the chemical bonds to describe the variation of coherent electron transport through the system. Local current components may be investigated by extracting local transmission components. The total transmission coefficient can be split into local bond contributions, \(T_{ij}\), which are represented in ATK by lines along the bond lengths,
called transmission pathways. The relationship between the total transmission coefficient and the local bond contributions can be described as:

\[ T(E,V) = \sum_{i \in A, j \in B} T_{ij}(E,V) \] (4)

where \( A \) and \( B \) represent pairs of atoms separated by an imaginary surface perpendicular along the bond length. The total transmission coefficient is the sum of the local bond contributions between all pairs of atoms \( A \) and \( B \). A negative value of \( T_{ij} \) correspond to back scattered electrons along the bond, while a positive value corresponds to transmitted electrons. Further details can be found in Ref. 65.\(^{65}\)
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